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"From the Masses to the Mainstream: The Hollywood Left and the Movement for Social Democracy," by Michael Dennis, 235-259
"Constantinople and the Black Sea Straits as Russia’s War Aims in 1914-1917: A Comparison of Russian and American Interpretations,” by Dmitrii V. Likharev, 260-281

"Brush Talk as the ‘Lingua Franca’ of Diplomacy in Japanese-Korean Encounters, c. 1600-1868,” by Rebekah Clements, 289-309

"Counsels of Perfection and Reformation Political Thought,” by Sarah Mortimer, 311-330

"Richard Hooker as Political Naturalist,” by Simon P. Kennedy, 331-348

"The Inner Lives of Early Modern Travel,” by Mark R.F. Williams, 349-373

"Pauper Inventories, Social Relations, and the Nature of Poor Relief Under the Old Poor Law, England, c. 1601-1834,” by Joseph Harley, 375-398

"Reassessing Frontline Medical Practitioners of the British Civil Wars in the Context of the Seventeenth-Century Medical World,” by Ismini Pells, 339-425

"A Farewell to King Coal: Geopolitics, Energy Security, and the Transition to Oil, 1898-1917,” by Volkan S. Ediger and John V. Bowlus, 427-449

"Petitions and Pathways to the Asylum in British Mandate Palestine, 1930-1948," by Chris Wilson, 451-471

"The Conservative Movement and Dreams of Britain’s Post-war Future,” by Kit Kowol, 473-493

"Vladimir Jabotinsky and Population Transfers Between Eastern Europe and Palestine," by Gil S. Rubin, 495-517


"Modern Mountains from the Enlightenment to the Anthropocene,” by Thomas Simpson, 553-581


"Modelling the Socialist Kindergarten in the Early Soviet Picture Book," by Frances Saddington, 425-458

"Legacy of Enlightenment: The Use of European History and Culture in the Interwar Years by the Ligue des droits de l’homme and Grande Loge de France," by Wolfgang Schmale, 459-472

"Robert Kennedy and the Cuban Missile Crisis: A Reassertion of Robert Kennedy's Role as the President’s 'Indispensable Partner' in the Successful Resolution of the Crisis,” by Matthew A. Hayes, 473-503

"DB or not DB: Writing the history of the slave trade to North America in the era of the database,” by Sean M. Kelley


"Finding Home: Black queer historical scholarship in the United States, Part II,” by Jennifer Dominique Jones
World

- "By Jingo! Methods for researching popular imperialism," by John L. Hennessey
- "Imperial ardor or apathy? A Comparative international historiography of popular imperialism," by John L. Hennessey

*History Compass, Vol. 17 No. 6 (June 2019)*

Caribbean and Latin America

- "Clergy in the early modern Caribbean (ca. 1650-1800)," by Margaret L. Brennan

Europe

- "Preparing for war in an interdependent world: German financial preparations before 1914," by William Mulligan
- "The power to pardon in late medieval and early modern Europe: New perspectives in the history of crime and criminal justice," by Quentin Verreycken

Middle and Near East

- "Making sense of müsadere practice, state confiscation of elite wealth, in the Ottoman Empire, circa 1453-1839," by Yasin Arslantas

World

- "The nursery's Iron Curtain: Children, childhood, and the global Cold War," by Sara Fieldston

*History and Theory, Vol. 58, Issue 2 (June 2019)*

Articles

- "Two Cultures of the Posthuman Future," by Zoltán Boldizsár Simon, 171-184
- "The Contest over Context in Intellectual History," by Ian Hunter, 185-209
- "How Nineteenth-Century German Classicists Wrote the Jews out of Ancient History," by Paul Michael Kurtz, 210-232
- "The Virtue of a Historian: A Dialogue between Herman Paul and Chinese Theorists of History," by Dawid Rogacz, 252-267

Review Essays

- "If: Counterfactual and Conditional Historiography," by Marnie Hughes-Warrington, 268-283
- "Biopolitics Among the Disciplines," by Nitzan Lebovic, 284-292
- "The Historian as a Public Moralist: On the Roman Origins of a Scholarly Persona," by Herman Paul, 293-301
- "Experience and History: The Reach and Limits of Phenomenological Approaches to History," by Jonas Grethlein, 302-312
- "What Remains After Postmodernism?" by Branko Mitrovic, 313-323

*Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 34, No. 4 (2019)*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fnt20/34/4?nav=tocList
Articles

- "Predicting and preventing radicalization: an alternative approach to suicide terrorism in Europe," by Lewis Herrington, 480-502
- "Improving information evaluation for intelligence production," by Daniel Irwin and David R. Mandel, 503-525
- "A most pervasive memoir: R.V. Jones and his Most Secret War," by James Goodchild, 526-543
- "Controlling partners and proxies in pro-insurgency paramilitary operations: the case of Syria," by Armin Krishnan, 544-560
- "Unforgiven: Russian intelligence vengeance as political theater and strategic messaging," by David V. Gloe, Michael S. Goodman, and David S. Frey, 561-575
- "Post factum clarity: failure to identify spontaneous threats," by Rotem Dvir, 576-594
- "The Dentist Chair: Dr. Gessel Schkolnikoff and the mysteries of Soviet espionage," by William A. Tyrer, 595-613

Articles

- "Myanmar’s intelligence apparatus and the fall of General Khin Nyunt," by Andrew Seith, 619-636
- "Competitive intelligence and national intelligence estimates," by Jonathan M. Acuff and Madison J. Nowlin, 654-672
- "Augmenting human cognition to enhance strategic, operational, and tactical intelligence," by James L. Regens, 673-687
- "Dramatising intelligence history on the BBC: the Camp 020 affair," by Christopher J. Murphy, 688-702
- "Handling and communicating intelligence information: a conceptual, historical and information design analysis," by David Lonsdale and Maria dos Santos Lonsdale, 703-726
- "Indian spies inside Pakistan: South Asian human intelligence across borders," by Ryan Shaffer, 727-742

Review Article

- "Refugees, migration and security: States, intelligence agencies and the perpetual global crisis," by Joanne Hopkins and R. Gerald Hughes, 758-770

Articles

- "Human rights activist scholars and social change in Hong Kong: reflections on the Umbrella Movement and beyond," by Karen Kong, 899-914
- "Promotional versus protective design: the case of the Asean intergovernmental commission on human rights," by Hao Duy Phan, 915-937
- "The ethnic chapter of the 2016 Colombian peace agreement and the afro-descendants' right to prior consultation: a story of unfulfilled promises," by Manuel Góngora-Mera, 938-956
- "Returning to the mission? Journalists after jail," by Eric Freedman, 957-973
- "Challenging State-centricty and legalism: promoting the rule of social institutions in the domestic implementation of international human rights law," by Julie Fraser, 974-992
- "A framework for assessing political will in transnational justice contexts," by Phuong N. Pham, Niamh Gibbons, and Patrick Vinck, 993-1009
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], F-I, Third Quarter 2019

- "Indignity in unwanted pregnancy: denial of abortion as cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment," by Isabella Moore, 1010-1027
- "Lethal sterility: innovative dehumanization in legal justifications of Obama's drone policy," by Jeffrey S. Bachman and Jack Holland, 1028-1047

International Organization, Vol. 73, No. 2 (Spring 2019)
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-organization/latest-issue

Articles

- "Demographic Engineering and International Conflict: Evidence from China and the Former USSR." By Lachlan McNamee and Anna Zhang, 291-327
- "International Intervention and the Rule of Law after Civil War: Evidence from Liberia," by Robert A. Blair, 365-398
- "Diffusion Across International Organizations: Connectivity and Convergence," by Thomas Sommerer and Jonas Tallberg, 399-433
- "The Domestic Politics of World Power: Explaining Debates over the United States Battleship Fleet, 1890-91," by Benjamin O. Fordham, 435-468

Research Note


Addendum


International Relations, Vol. 33, No. 2 (June 2019)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ire/33/2

Articles

- "Continuity and change in international relations 1919-2019," by William Bain, 132-141
- "The promise and record of international institutions," by Chris Brown, 143-156
- "The international legal order 1919-2019," by Terry Nardin, 157-171
- "Violence in international relations: The first and the last word," by Colin Wight, 172-194
- "Global security hierarchies after 1919," by Andrew Phillips, 195-212
- "'Rise of the rest': As hype and reality," by Ayse Zarakol, 213-228
- "State, power and global order," by Or Rosenboim, 229-245
- "Nationalism, nations and the crisis of world order," by Michael Cox, 247-266
- "The moral aporia of race in international relations," by Cecelia Lynch, 267-285
- "Technological change in international relations," by Daniel W. Drezner, 286-303
- "The sorcerer’s apprentice: Liberalism, ideology, and religion in world politics," by Beate Jahn, 322-337
“Great illusions or great transformations? Human rights and international relations a hundred years on,” by Tim Dunne and Nicholas J. Wheeler, 338-356
“International Relations: The Story So Far,” by Ken Booth, 358-390

Policy Analysis

“Migration Diplomacy in World Politics,” by Fiona B. Adamson and Gerasimos Tsourapas, 113-128
“Everyday Coordination in EU Migration Management: Civil Society Responses in Greece,” by Nicholas R. Micinski, 129-148
“Your Brother's Keeper: States and Their Human Rights-Abusing Allies,” by James Meernik, 149-169

Of Interest to the Profession

“Racialized Hearts and Minds: Emotional Labor and Affective Leadership in the Teaching/Learning of IR,” by Dan Bousfield, Heather L. Johnson, and Jean Michel Montsion, 170-187
“How to Analyze Social Media? Assessing the Promise of Mixed-Methods Designs for Studying the Twitter Feeds of PMSCs,” by Andrea Schneiker, Magnus Dau, Jutta Joachim, Marlen Martin, and Henriette Lange, 188-200

Corrigendum

Corrigendum to “Nevertheless, She Persisted: Women's Experiences and Perceptions within the International Studies Association,” by Christina Fattore, 201
“Politics, Policy, and the UK Impact Agenda: The Promise and Pitfalls of Academic Engagement with Government,” by David Blagden, 84-111

Copyright © 2019 The Authors
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.
Second Quarter 2019 (April 2019) Issue Errata

- On page 35, *Terrorism and Political Violence* should be Volume 31, not 32.
- On page 24, the correct title is *Renewal: A Journal of Social Democracy*.
- On page 29, the correct title is *Small Wars & Insurgencies*, Vol. 29, Issue 5-6, not *Security Studies*.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-african-history/issue/1AFEB3F36DD5F64EFD5EC8E4344B2067


https://academic.oup.com/jah/issue/106/1

- Aaron Hall, "Slaves of the State: Infrastructure and Governance through Slavery in the Antebellum South," 19.
- Judge Glock, "Unpacking the Supreme Court: Judicial Retirement, Judicial Independence, and the Road to the 1937 Court Battle," 47.
Review Essay


Public History Reviews

- Hannah Byrne, "Evicted," 132.
- Michelle Magalong, "Finding a Path Forward: Asian American/Pacific Islander National Historic Landmarks Theme Study," 134.


- Thorstein Carstensen, “Colliding Worlds: The Disintegration of America in the Cinema of the Coen Brothers,” 333.
- Robbie Maxwell, "'A Shooting Star of Conservatism': George S. Benson, the National Education Program, and the 'Radical Right'," 372.
- Jana Weiss, "Remember, Celebrate, and Forget? The Martin Luther King Day and the Pitfalls of Civil Religion," 428.


- Susan H. Whiting, Daniel Abramson, Shang Yuan, and Stevan Harrell, "A Long View of Resilience in the Chengdu Plain, China,” 257.

Forum – Anti-Colonialism in Asia: The Centenary of 1919


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-british-studies/issue/BB54DAB99E7ACA34E62C0D7E5FD41B4B

- Melissa Reynolds, "'Here is a Good Boke to Lerne': Practical Books, the Coming of the Press, and the Search for Knowledge, ca. 1400-1560," 259.
- Thomas Cogswell, "Ten Demi-Culverins for Aldeburgh: Whitehall, the Dunkirkers, and a Suffolk Fishing Community, 1625-1630," 315.

https://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/21/1

- Tiago Moreira de Sá, "'The World Was Not Turning in Their Direction': The United States and the Decolonization of Angola," 52.
- Anna-Mart van Wyk, "Apartheid's Bomb and Regional Liberation: Cold War Perspectives," 151.

Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 21, No. 2 (Spring 2019)
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/21/2

- David M. Barrett, "The Bay of Pigs Fiasco and the Kennedy Administration's Off-the-Record Briefings for Journalists," 3.
- Andrea Benvenuti and David Martin Jones, "With Friends Like These: Australia, the United States, and Southeast Asian Détente," 27.
- Jonathan Colman, "Toward 'World Support' and 'The Ultimate Judgment of History': The U.S. Legal Case for the Blockade of Cuba during the Cuban Missile Crisis, October-November 1962," 150.

Forum


https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jcrb/63/6
▪ Friedhelm Hentschel, "Unraveling Secessions,” 1517.

Data Set Features

▪ Nicholas Sambanis and Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl, "Sovereignty Rupture as a Central Concept in Quantitative Measures of Civil War,” 1542.

https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jcrb/63/7

Frontiers in Research on Peacekeeping Effectiveness

▪ Theodora-Ismene Gizelis and Michelle Benson, "Advancing the Frontier of Peacekeeping Research,” 1595.
▪ Vincenzo Bove and Andrea Ruggeri, "Peacekeeping Effectiveness and Blue Helmets' Distance from Locals,” 1630.

Articles

▪ Laura H. Atuesta, Oscar S. Siordia, and Alejandro Madrazo Lajous, "The ‘War on Drugs’ in Mexico: (Official) Database of Events between December 2006 and November 2011,” 1765.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/28/117

The end of China’s one-child policy

▪ Yun Zhou, “The Dual Demands: Gender Equity and Fertility Intentions after the One-Child Policy,” 367.
Domestic Politics of China's Belt and Road Initiative (III)


China's Labor Market and Unemployment


Research Articles

- Dara Conduit and Shahram Akbarzadeh, "Great Power-Middle Power Dynamics: The Case of China and Iran,” 468.
- Sunghee Cho, “China's Participation in UN Peacekeeping Operations since the 2000s,” 482.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/28/118

Domestic Drivers of the US-China Relations


China's Infrastructure Investment in Southeast Asia and Africa

- Hong Zhao, "China-Japan Compete for Infrastructure Investment in Southeast Asia: Geopolitical Rivalry or Healthy Competition?," 558.

Research Articles

**EU-Russian Relations**

- Natalia Zaslavskaya and Derek Averre, "EU-Russia political and security cooperation: major research trends," 147.
- Andras Deak and Alexey and Kuznetsov, "Relations locomotive or apple of discord? – Bilateral perceptions of the economic cooperation," 159.
- Anna A. Dekalchuk and Aleksandra Khoklova, "Russian and Western scholarly perspectives on EU-Russia relations in Justice and Home Affairs: how ‘indigenous’ is the Russian scholarship?,” 171.
- Larisa Deriglazova and Sirke Mäkinen, "Still looking for a partnership? EU-Russia cooperation in the field of higher education," 184.
- Joan DeBardeleben and Dmitry Nechiporuk, "Diverging views of EU-Russian borders: points of congruence and difference in EU and Russian analyses,” 196.
- Alexander Izotov, "Studying EU-Russia policies in the shared neighbourhood in Russia and the West,” 208.

**Articles**

- Filippos Proedrou, "Unpacking EU external energy governance vis-à-vis Egypt: contradictions, geopolitics, and Euro-centrism,” 224.
- Maria do Céu Pinto Arena, "Italy's involvement in PSO: between self-interest and the logical of appropriateness,” 247.


**Obituary**


**Perspective**

- J. Simon Rofe, Giles Scott-Smith, and Tom Zeiler, “The UN and the Postwar Global Order: Dumbarton Oaks in Historical Perspective after 75 Years,” 256.
- Robert Barnes, "Chief Administrator or Political ‘Moderator’? Dumbarton Oaks, the Secretary-General, and the Korean War,” 347.

**Articles**

- Tommaso Piffer, “Stalin, the Western Allies, and Soviet Policy towards the Yugoslav Partisan Movement, 1941-4,” 420.
- Diane Kirby and Dmytro Ostapenko, “‘Second to None in the International Fight’: Australian Seafarers, Internationalism, and Maritime Unions against Apartheid,” 442.

*Journal of Contemporary History, Vol. 54, Issue 3 (July 2019)*
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jcha/54/3

- Malte König, “‘Racism Within the Axis: Sexual Intercourse and Marriage Plans Between Italians and Germans, 1940-3,’” 508.
- Marcus Colla, “Constructing the Prussia Myth in East Germany, 1945-61,” 527.

*Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 39, No. 2 (Summer 2019)*
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/40362

- Joshua Canale, “‘When a State Abounds in Rascals’: New York’s Revolutionary Era Committees for Public Safety, 1775-1783,” 203.
- John Frederick Bell, “Confronting Colorism: Interracial Abolition and the Consequences of Complexion,” 239.

*Journal of Economic History, Vol. 79, Issue 2 (June 2019)*
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-economic-history/history/5FAB343D3F22E4A1428D6C8913C64528

- Kevin Hjortshøj O’Rourke, “Economic History and Contemporary Challenges to Globalization,” 356.
- Robin Pearson and David Richardson, “Insuring the Transatlantic Slave Trade,” 417.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjgr20/21/2

• A. Dirk Moses, “‘White Genocide’ and the Ethics of Public Analysis,” 201.
• Dahlia Simangan and Jess Melvin, “Destroy and Kill ‘the Left’: Duterte on Communist Insurgency in the Philippines with a Reflection on the Case of Suharto’s Indonesia,” 214.

[https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-gilded-age-and-progressive-era/issue/B46839195F762687DE204C8AC2F74190](https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-gilded-age-and-progressive-era/issue/B46839195F762687DE204C8AC2F74190)

• Paul W. Harris, “Dancing with Jim Crow: The Chattanooga Embarrassment of the Methodist Episcopal Church,” 155.
• Lorenzo Costaguta, “‘Geographies of Peoples’: Scientific Racialism and Labor Internationalism in Gilded Age American Socialism,” 199.
• Rebecca Tinio McKenna, “Igorot Squatters and Indian Wards: Toward an Intra-imperial History of Land Dispossession,” 221.

[https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-gilded-age-and-progressive-era/issue/1F0027C32F488E3EE7FA1EDADE9CC55B](https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-gilded-age-and-progressive-era/issue/1F0027C32F488E3EE7FA1EDADE9CC55B)

• Khal Schneider, "A Square Deal in Lake County: Anderson v. Matthews (1917), California Indian Communities, and Indian Citizenship,” 263.
• Frances Davey, "‘Disguised beyond any possibility of recognition’: The Seaside and the Subversion of Social Norms at Coney Island," 282.
• Oliver Charbonneau, "‘A New West in Mindanao’: Settler Fantasies on the U.S. Imperial Fringe,” 304.
• Robert J. Cook, "‘Not Buried Yet’: Northern Responses to the Death of Jefferson Davis and the Stuttering Progress of Sectional Reconciliation," 324.
• Ben Wright, "Confederate Statues and Their Dirty Laundry,” 349.

*Journal of Global Ethics, Vol. 15, Issue 1 (2019)*
[https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/15/1](https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/15/1)

• Shashi Motilal and Jay Drydyk, "An Indian global ethics initiative,” 1.
• Sudhir Chella Rajan, "Becoming urban or bypassed in the periurban? An emerging challenge for global ethics,” 6.
• Bindu Madhok, "The theory-practice nexus of care ethics and global development: a case study from India," 21.
• Reetika Khera, "Fashions, framing, and expertise: ethical hazards for economists,” 45.
• B.K. Chaturvedi, "Poverty and development: global problems from an Indian perspective," 55.
• Yogesh Jain and Shaheen Chowdhury, "Indian healthcare through the global health ethics lens: despite some gains, have we truly progressed?,” 76.

[https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-global-history/issue/40F30EE12FE3B880EE8052C833741B63](https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-global-history/issue/40F30EE12FE3B880EE8052C833741B63)

H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], J-Z, Second Quarter 2019

- Ruth Harris, "Vivekananda, Sarah Farmer, and global spiritual transformations in the fin de siècle," 179.
- Aro Velmet, "The making of a Pastorian empire: tuberculosis and bacteriological technopolitics in French colonialism and international science, 1890-1940," 199.
- Anne Rees, "Treated like Chinamen: United States immigration restriction and white British subjects," 239.
- Vanessa Freije, "The 'emancipation of media': Latin American advocacy for a New International Information Order in the 1970s," 301.

https://academic.oup.com/jogss/issue/4/2

Editorial

- "New Approaches to Current Issues," 147.

Articles

- Tanisha M. Fazal and Margarita Konaev, "Homelands versus Minelands: Why Do Armed Groups Commit to the Laws of War?" 149.
- Stephen C. Nemeth and Jacob A. Mauslein, "Geography and the Certainty of Terrorism Event Coding," 227.

Forum


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-the-history-of-economic-thought/issue/E8A21F474C25942F57D7A392FF490F22

- Don Mathews, "Did Irving Fisher Really Discover the Phillips Curve?," 255.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/18/1

- Leslie Paul Thiele, "Human rights at the 'end of nature',' 19.
- Pablo Castillo-Ortiz, Amal Ali, and Navajyoti Samanta, "Gender, intersectionality, and religious manifestation before the European Court of Human Rights," 76.
- Suparna Chaudhry, "Bridging the Gap: The Relationship between INGO Activism and Human Rights Indicators," 111.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/18/2

- Glen Biglaiser and Hoon Lee, "The effects of different entry modes of foreign direct investment on labor rights in the developing world," 165.
- Marie Olson Lounsbery and Frederic S. Pearson, "Civilian victimization and international military intervention in civil wars," 201.
- Janine Natalya Clark, "Helping or harming? NGOs and victims/-survivors of conflict-related sexual violence in Bosnia-Herzegovina," 246.

**Methods Focus**

- Tricia Redeker Hepner, "Pragmatic solidarity and asylum expert witnessing," 266.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjhr20/18/3

- Sarita Cargas and Glenn Mitoma, "Introduction to the special issue on human rights in higher education," 275.
- Jane McPherson and Kathryn Libal, "Human rights education in US social work: Is the mandate reaching the field?," 308.
- Sandra L. Sirota, "From the curriculum to the classroom: The urgent need to preservice human rights teacher education in the United States," 325.
Holly G. Atkinson, “Preparing physicians to contend with the problem of dual loyalty,” 339.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/47/2

- Philip J. Havik, Helena Pinto Janeiro, Pedro Aires Oliveira, and Irene Pimentel, "Empires and Colonial Incarceration in the Twentieth Century," 201.
- Fran Buntman, "Prison and Law, Repression and Resistance: Colonialism and Beyond," 213.
- Nancy A. Rushohora "Graves, Houses of Pain and Execution: Memories of the German Prisons after the Majimaji War in Tanzania (1904-1908)," 275.
- Laura Evans, "Contextualising Apartheid at the End of Empire: Repression, 'Development', and the Bantustans,” 372.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/47/3

- Vivian Kong, "'Hong Kong is my Home': The 1940 Evacuation and Hong Kong-Britons,” 542.
- Christopher Prior, "'This Community Which Nobody Can Define': Meanings of Commonwealth in the Late 1940s and 1950s," 568.

*The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, Vol. 50, No. 1 (Summer 2019)*
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jinh/50/1


**Fiftieth-Anniversary Articles**


**Article**

- Philip Slavin, "Death by the Lake: Mortality Crisis in Early Fourteenth-Century Central Asia," 59.
Research Note


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-latin-american-studies/issue/3FD317F21E3526EA36BBB4A24B16A2C1

- Juan Manuel Palacio, "The *Estatuto del Peón*: A Revolution for the Rights of Rural Workers in Argentina?," 333.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/40/2

- Yifat Monnickendam and Paul J. du Plessis, "Family Law(s) under the Roman Empire," 107.
- Kimberley Czajkowski, "The Limits of Legal Pluralism in the Roman Empire," 110.
- Michael Leese, "Greek Influences on Roman Dowry Law," 130.
- Yael Wilfand, "Did Roman Treatment of Freedwomen Influence Rabbinic Halakhah on the Status of Female Converts in Marriage?," 182.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/18/1

- Jeffrey R. Tiel, "Can Torture Be Justified?," 35.

The Journal of Military History, Vol. 83, No. 3 (July 2019)
http://www.smh-hq.org/jmh/jmhvols/833.html

- Elizabeth Pearson, "Decimation and Unit Cohesion: Why Were Roman Legionaries Willing to Perform Decimation?," 665.
- Michael S. Fulton, "The Siege of Montfort and Mamluk Artillery Technology in 1271: Integrating the Archaeology and Topography with the Narrative Sources," 689.
- Jacek Czarnecki, "The Rebirth and Progress of the Polish Military During the Interwar Years," 747.


Howard J. Fuller, "Much in Little: John Ericsson and His Monitor to Save the Republic," 861.


Annalisa Capristo and Ernest Ialongo, "On the 80th anniversary of the Racial Laws. Articles reflecting the current scholarship on Italian Fascist anti-Semitism in honour of Michele Sarfatti,” 1.


Stefano Luconi, "The Fascist racial turn: the view from the Italian-American community in the United States,” 32.


Patrick Bernhard, "The great divide? Notions of racism in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany: new answers to an old problem,” 97.

Valeria Galimi, “The image of 'all good Italians'. The Eichmann trial seen from Italy,” 115.

Giordana Poggioli-Kaftan, "Italy's unification and its discontents: Giovanni Verga's Cos'è il Re?,” 129.

Francesca Fauri, “Economic fears of mass migration from southern Italy in early twentieth century America,” 147.

H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], J-Z, Second Quarter 2019

- Fernanda Gallo, “The rise of the ethical state in Italy. Neapolitan Hegelians and Risorgimento political thought (1848-1871),” 244.
- David Ragazzoni, “Silvio Spaventa and Marco Minghetti on party government,” 293.

Non-special issue articles

- Orazio Coco, "Italian diplomacy in China: the forgotten affair of San Mén Xiàn (1898-1899)," 328.

Encomium

- Sidney Tarrow, "Aris Accornero, 1931-2018,” 373.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmis20/24/3

The Italian Question: Systemic Crisis, Global Change, and New Protagonists (1992-2018)

- Pietro Reichlin, “Economic stagnation and recession: the difficult Italian transition to the Monetary Union,” 402.
- Francesco Clementi, “The Italian constitution after seventy years between referenda, electoral laws, and institutional reform: a past that does not pass?,” 415.
- Michele Colucci, “Foreign immigration to Italy: crisis and the transformation of flows,” 427.
- Guido Pescosolido, “Italy's Southern Question: long-standing thorny issues and current problems,” 441.
- Marco Di Maggio and Manuela Perrone, ”The political culture of the Movimento Cinque Stelle, from foundation to the reins of government,” 468.

Non-special Issue Articles

- Paolo Bartoloni, ”Transversal Spaces: The Intersection of Renaissance and Contemporary Art in Florence,” 483.
- Maria Giulia Pezzi, “'Mafia Capitale': judicial and symbolic constructions of the new Italian corruption,” 512.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ciph20/54/1

Emalani Case, "I ka Piko, To the Summit: Resistance from the Mountain to the Sea," 166.

Nic Maclellan, "'We Lost on the Numbers, But for Us It's a Victory': New Caledonia's 2018 Referendum on Self-Determination," 224.
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